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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel 
TALENTED OBLIGATIONS

In one of the most pivotal scenes in the Torah, an exhausted, 
tired and bedraggled Eisav drags himself in from the field 

and demands that the pot of red beans which Yaakov, his dear 
brother, is cooking be poured directly into his mouth. 

The Medrash describes the give and take between the 
brothers and the argument which ensued between them. The 
issue at hand was whether there was a point to the bechora- the 
right of the firstborn- in this world at all, or whether perhaps it 
was worthless.

Although Eisav was the firstborn, he argues against it and 
spurns it, subsequently selling it to Yaakov for this lone bowl of 
very red beans. 

Rashi, in one interpetation, explains the logic for Eisav’s 
contempt for the bechora; he reasoned that the birthright is just 
not worth the bother as one of the original rights of the firstborn 
was the avoda- sacrificial service in the beis hamikdash. Eisav 
argued strongly that the service consisted of too many difficult 
tasks and consequences to accept. There were too many 
precautions to take, so many sanctions; even transgressions 
penalized by death. Eisav said that he would probably stand to 
die on account of trangressing any one of the laws, and therefore 
argued against owning it. He therefore rejected and ridiculed it.

Rav Moshe Feinstein Zt”l  asks that if you think about it 
Eisav’s logic is somewhat understandable;  one could possibly 
commiserate with Eisav. Why should he accept the bechora 
when he felt that if it was too hard to maintain. He was afraid 
to commit and that is something which, at least on a basic level, 
is to be appreciated and understood. So why does the Torah 
describe his sale of the bechora in such a negative light? Why 
was his thought process percieved as being skewed?

The Yalkut Shemoni helps us understand what was wrong 
with Eisav’s perception of the world.

In the chronicles of Jewish history there was an evil, 
corrupt king Achav and his well deserved wife, the villainess 
Izevel-(Jezebel). They were the worst of the worst with murder, 
corruption and thievery as a way of life.

One of their most heinous and contemptible crimes was the 
murder of Navos hayisraeli. 

Navos was a relative of the king and had the misfortune of 
owning a beautiful, well tended and lush vineyard adjacent to 
the land of Achav. Achav saw it, wanted it, yet was rejected from 
owning it. He wanted it badly and sulked at home about it until 
his dear wife Izevel concocted a plan which accused Navos of 
blasphemy and had him put to death, thus leading the coveted 
field into the hands of Achav. (for a broader understanding of 
this subject see sefer Melachim perek 21)

Although it is clear that Navos was innocent of blasphemy, 

our sages wondered and wanted to understand why Navos 
deserved such a fate. It was understood by the Sages and 
axiomatic that there was a reason why divine justice allowed 
him to be killed.  

The Yalkut Shemoni answers that Navos had a beautiful 
voice with which, when he would pray to God during the 
Shalosh regalim (Pesach, shavuos and sukkos), would inspire 
the thousands of pilgrims who would journey with him to the 
beis Hamikdash. It was a great experience for them, they enjoyed 
it and he provided that spiritual experience.

One year, out of a laziness, he decided that he was not going 
to go to Yerushalayim and the divinely inspired protection that 
the Torah promises to those that go to Jerusalem for the festivals 
was removed. The year that Navos decided not to use his great 
talent in service of Hashem was the opening for Achav and 
Izevel to strike.  

The lesson is clear; when Hashem has blessed you with a 
certain talent, with a certain ability, you have to harness it for the 
sake of heaven; you should learn how to serve with it the interest 
of Hashem, who gave it to you and one should try to never shirk 
the abilities and potential that Hashem has fostered inside him.

Rav Moshe Feinstein writes that this is why Eisav was 
indeed incorrect with his approach to life. 

Eisav’s fear of obligation, requirement and duty does not at 
all justify his rejection of what Hashem had given him; the rights 
of the first born. When it comes to Torah and Mitzvos one should 
try to achieve them, accomplish them, even if he feels that he 
might not be able to complete them, perform them correctly or 
partake in them in best manner possible.

Hashem has given all of us an ability to perform Mitzvos, 
we have to try to do them to the best of our abilities. 

Shirking them, spurning them, rejecting them is obviously 
not an option that we should ever contemplate.

What we have to consider is the idea that is that all that 
Hashem presents with in life may be an opportunity to rise to a 
higher and greater level. 

Rabbi Paysach Krohn tells this beautiful story in his latest 
work, Along the Magid’s Journey:

In 1939, the Nazi Gestapo shut down Rabbi Moshe 
Schneider’s yeshiva in Frankfurt, Germany. With tremendous 
effort and support from the English community, he was able to 
relocate the school to England. Survival during that horrific 
period was both a tremendous spiritual and physical challenge 
but two boys in the Yeshiva helped meet that challenge. They 
both were named Moshe. One Moshe would rise in the early 
hours of the morning and pick up leftover bread from a generous 
bakery. Carrying the bags of bread and leftover rolls while 
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walking through the bitter cold was not easy, but Moshe never 
missed his duties. In fact, he often took the place of other boys 
who were supposed to do the chore.

The other Moshe also woke up early. He led a special 
learning session before dawn. He encouraged his friends to 
make the extra effort - which they religiously did.

After years of uninterrupted efforts, one day the boys got 
public recognition. Rabbi Schneider blessed them in front of 
the entire school. “Moshe who shleps the bread is not only 
schlepping today’s bread. One day, he will help distribute bread 

for thousands of people. And the Moshe who is concerned with 
spirituality of others will continue to do so in years to come,” 
announced the Rosh Yeshiva. “Their actions today are only 
seeds of the future.”

His words proved true. Moshe, the bread-shlepper, became 
Moshe (Paul) Reichman, one of our generation’s most benevolent 
philanthropists. Moshe, the young teacher, became Rabbi Moshe 
Shternbuch, Rav in Johannesburg, South Africa and Har Nof, 
Israel, an author of prestigious books on Jewish Law, and a 
teacher of thousands. 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

In this weeks parsha Yitzchok our forefather plans on 
blessing his son Eisav. Due to the concerted efforts of 

his wife and son, Rivka and Yaakov, they are successful in 
channeling those blessings to Yaakov. Let us focus on these 
blessings.

Looking into the pesukim telling of this episode there is 
what our attention should be caught by. The pasuk tells us 
that Yitzchok told the recipient to come forward (thinking it 
to be Eisav), when Yaakov draws near Yitzchok kisses him 
and smells him and the verse then says “and he blessed him”. 
The very next pasuk starts stating blessings as if he hadn’t 
just blessed him. This point is addressed by Rashi who says 
“may He give and give again”.

The Gur Aryeh explains that Rashi means to say that 
Yitzchok was telling Yaakov that these brachos which I just 
gave you should continually intensify and gain momentum.

An alternative approach to this statement of Rashi is 
offered to us by the Sfas Emes, which teaches us something 
fascinating. There is a system and cycle as to how the 
mechanics of blessings work. When there is a blessing, a 
bestowal of goodness from Hashem to an individual it goes 
as follows. The person on the receiving end has the freedom 
of choice to utilize his blessings however he wishes. In 
accordance with his mode of response is how things will 
follow. When using the goodness that was sent his way 
there is the opportunity to employ it toward advancing in 
his service of Hashem and promoting His great name. When 
doing so, says the Sfas Emes he is channeling that which 
came his way back heavenward. In effect what takes place 

is that he is recycled the blessing so to speak and heaven 
will then respond in kind. That is showering him once again, 
just this time in accordance with his appreciation for, and 
utilization of that which was sent his way. When Rashi writes 
“may He give and give again”, it is to this concept which 
he is referring to. With these blessings that Yitzchok was 
conferring upon Yaakov, Yitzchok intended on setting into 
motion this system and initiating the cycle of recreating so to 
speak your own blessings. Thus, establishing within Yaakov, 
and consequently, in all his future descendants the blessings 
we will ever need in any and all generations to properly fulfill 
our role as the nation of Hashem.

A point similar to ours is made by Reb Chaim of Volozhin, 
a disciple of the famed Gaon of Vilna. In Pirkai Avos we are 
told to be cognizant of the reality that all of our thoughts, 
speech, and deeds are recorded in heaven. The words used 
to impart this to us are “Da ma she’limailah mimcha” (know 
that which is above you). In an exegetical approach Reb 
Chaim teaches us that, Da ma she’limaila is mimcha, know 
that that which goes on above is from you, what happens in 
heaven is only strictly in response to how we are acting down 
here on earth. With the mode of activity in our daily lives we 
cause and create for ourselves the manner in which we will 
be dealt with by heaven.

With this understanding may we always merit to act in 
a way of which we will be happy to reap the ‘fruit’ of our 
handiwork. Additionally, may we as well be recipients of 
blessing, and be successful in regenerating and furthering its 
potency. 

R’ Chaim Yosef Lomner
A BLESSING
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R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: DAMAGES

Q: Is there any prohibitions that one should be aware of 
when causing damage to another person?

A: Aside for the obvious obligation to compensate the 
victim for the cost of the item being damaged one may also 
be encroaching on other issurim, specifically:

1) Lo Sigzal/stealing- As is clear from the Shulchan 
Aruch one enters the realms of g’naiva even if he 
steals but a nominal amount from someone else. As 
is stated explicitly this is even if,       -one does it to 
teach a lesson (i.e. one gets tired of having to move 
his tenant’s stroller from the front of his door so he 
puts it somewhere else that can’t be found)                                                           

-one steals for a joke (i.e. takes away a child’s lollipop in 
order to get the child to think that it’s missing, or someone 
plays a practical joke on his roommate by moving hiding 
his stuff)                 

-one does so in order to benefit the victim (i.e. in looking to 
get someone money in an honorable fashion one may figure 
to intentionally steal from him and then have to pay him 
back keifel/double). Therefore if one damages another party 
he may possibly be transgressing this prohibition. 

2) Lifnai Iver Lo Sitain Michshal/one should 
not put a stumbling block in front of a blind 
man- Some interpretations of this verse does not 
literally translate the words and thereby learns 
it to mean that one should not mislead another 
with bad advice or into a situation where he will 
transgress an avairah.1 Others however are literal in 
understanding this prohibition that one may not put 
a physical stumbling block down in front of another 
person. This may also be an issue if one were to 
leave something around that can cause damage to a 
passerby as if so he may transgress this issur.

3) Lo Sassim Damim B’baisecha2/one should not 
bring (something that may cause) blood into one’s 
house- the Gemara3 learns that one should not bring 
an unsafe ladder or a viscous dog into one’s house 
because of this prohibition. It goes without saying 
that one would transgress this as well if he were to 
bring anything into one’s domain that is prone to 
cause damage to others living with him.

4) Bal Tashchis4/one should not waste things-We 
learn that there is a prohibition to let things get 
ruined for no reason5 and therefore if one is callous 
with another person’s possessions he may be 
transgressing this issur. 

5) Lo Sa’amod Al Dam Rai’echa6/one should not stand 
by the blood of his brother-There is a problem to 
stand idle as a fellow Jew is in danger. If one were to 
be in a situation where he can prevent someone from 
getting damaged he should prevent it as otherwise 
he may be transgressing this prohibition (albeit this 
may be more indirect damage nonetheless many 
hold that this is associated with adam hamzik as 
it is leaned out from the premise that one may not 
withhold testimony that he knows may help his 
friend as he is indirectly causing him damage.)

Q: Now that there are established prohibitions that one 
may transgress when damaging another are there any 
specific criteria that would initiate liability?

A: As is brought down explicitly in the Mishnah7 that a 
person is obligated to pay if he damages:

•	 when awake

•	 when sleeping

•	 on purpose

•	 by accident

it seems that one is liable to compensate no matter what the 
circumstance.

Q: If the above statement is binding how can the very 
next Mishnah8 state that if one places his item in a public 
domain (during the night) and another comes and trips 
over it thereby damaging the item he is not obligated to 
pay for that item?

A: As is discussed by Tosefos9 the second Mishnah is 
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R’ Heshy Kahan

discussing a case of which is “ones gamur” meaning a 
“complete accident” of which was totally beyond one’s 
control to anticipate. A proof is brought from the Yerushalmi 
that if someone puts an object (i.e. crystal vase) right next 
to someone after he went to sleep then he would not be 
obligated to pay even though a sleeping man is usually 
liable as there was no way to anticipate such an event to 
happen. Therefore if someone:

	turns his car onto a street corner and splashes 
someone standing near a puddle10 

	sits down on a public bench that somebody 
momentarily placed his glasses on

	uses a cup to wash in a public bathroom (i.e. 
dormitory) and only later finds out that there was 
something valuable inside (i.e. contact lenses) that 
got washed down the drain

then he would not be liable as these were all clearly 
unforeseen circumstances. 

Q: Are there any circumstances where we are more 
lenient in obligating someone to pay for damages?

A: In a scenario where it is understood that damage may 
take place and one nonetheless partakes in the event 
regardless it is understood that he is forfeiting his right to 
be compensated for damaging.11 Therefore one can say that 
when:

	two people are wrestling and one of them gets hurt12

	boys are playing basketball and someone’s glasses 
break when going for a rebound

	someone breaks his finger when trying to nab a line 
drive in baseball13

	people dance to a lively tune in a tight circle at a 
simcha and find their suit badly soiled

	kids are left to play by themselves Shabbos 
afternoon14 and end up injuring one another

the damager would not be liable to pay as there is an 

underwritten understanding as to what natrually results 
from these activities.

Q: Is one obligated to pay if the victim got damaged on 
his property?

A: In general if one enters someone else’s private property15 
and incurs a loss the damager is free of any liability16 as he 
can instantly respond “what are you doing in my property”.17 
This is brought down where the Gemara discusses someone 
who blocks the entrance to one’s house with his barrels and 
the homeowner breaks through the barrels in order to leave 
his home he need not pay for the damage. Therefore if;

	someone is blocking one’s driveway and by trying 
to squeeze out he scratches the bumper of the car 
sticking into his property

	someone is a guest by a Shabbos meal and snags a 
hole in their suit from a loose nail etc.

	a person dirties himself from a stain on a car seat 
while getting a ride with the owner of the car

then the damager need not pay in such conditions. 

Q: Are there any common situations that one may be 
obligated to pay when damaging that people are not 
aware of? 

A: A very common case of damage happens in the 
supermarket. As if one;

	places a heavy package on top of the egg section

	drops a jar on the floor while reaching for something 
else

	rips a bag of sugar while looking to lift it up

	splatters a yogurt as it fell through his cart 

	has a child that opened up all the candy in the nosh 
section18

	puts back an item in a precarious position on a shelf 
where it is guaranteed to fall 
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then one would be obligated to pay for any damages 
incurred and cannot go on any assumptions that the store 
owner forgives the compensation and must check in with 
him to be sure19 (it should also be understood that merely 
asking a worker being paid minimum wage if the owner 
forgives the payment would not be a suffice mechilah).

Q: How conscientious should one be in regards to being 
careful not to damage someone else?

A: One can glean the proper attitude that one should have 
from none other then David Hamelech.20 In the midst of 
war with the Philistines there was a realization that a simple 
strategic tactic would be able to singlehandedly wipe out 
the enemy. It was discovered that the Philistines were 
hiding inside the high barley plants of someone’s field and 
a mere start of a fire would consume the army efficiently 
and effectively. There was a caveat though...the barley field 
belonged to someone else. Dovid Hamelech proceeded to 
send a halachic question to the Sages in the midst of the 
chaos and bedlam of war if in the face of threat to life would 
one be allowed to damage  property.21 We see from here just 
how intensely cautious one has to be that even in the face of 
death one may not be frivolous with someone else’s money.

Q: What was the reply of the holy Sages?

A: To further prove the severity of damaging someone else 
property and the awe of which one must hold of another s 
possessions the response of the Chachamim was even more 
telling. As they ruled that Dovid Hamelech may....not burn 
down those plants, as taking one’s perutah is tantamount to 
taking one’s life. While the understanding of this verdict is 
that one may not do damage to save one’s life only if he has 
no intention22 of paying the victim back,23 we can definitely 
appreciate the care and concern one must have to protect 
and uphold the dominion of one’s fellow man.

 FOOTNOTES

1. The quintessential case of lifnai iver brought down in the 
Gemara in Avodah Zarah 6a is exactly that where someone 
brings a cup of wine to a Nazir who is situated in a place 
where he otherwise can’t get to wine

2. Devarim 22
3. Kesuvos 41b

4. The actual issur is not to waste trees for no reason but is 
learned to others things as well

5. Devarim 20:19
6. Vayikra 19:16
7. Baba Kamma 26a
8. Ibid. 27a
9. Ibid. D”h U’Shmuel
10. While the new Honda cars all have reverse cameras as well 

as a video of the right side of the vehicle they still have not 
come out with a camera that lets the driver see what is tak-
ing place underneath his automobile. Obviously if one has 
another lane to change to or notices the large puddle as he’s 
turning and can slow down to minimize the damage then one 
is obligated to do so.

11. Sma C.M. 421:10
12. S.A. C.M. 421:5
13. As opposed to the scenario where one would throw a bat and 

damage someone as that would obligate someone to com-
pensate the victim as its clearly negligent on the part of the 
damager

14. Be’er Hagolah 378:200
15. As heard from Shmueli Newman Esq of the firm Jones & 

Jones LLC that this is unlike American law where a licensee 
and/or invitee (which is inclusive of mailman, friends, guests) 
can sue for negligence even if injured on your property. This 
is known as premises liability where one has a duty to pro-
vide a reasonably safe environment to his licensees/invitees.

16. For more intricate legal counsel in how this relates to the 
technical legalities of practical law one can speak with re-
nowned lawyer Mitchel Shpelfogel at (917) 612-4757

17. Or as the Gemara in Babba Kamma coins this idea via torcha 
b’rishusi m’ai b’oi (what is your animal doing in my domain 
that I have to pay for the damages that it incurred...)

18. Although in general a minor is not obligated to pay for dam-
ages if one places a child in a situation where it is impossible 
for him not to damage then it is directly contributed to him 
and considered adam hamazik

19. Obviously to enhance good customer relations it would be 
prudent for the owner to look the other way nonetheless he 
must be notified and let to make the decision himself

20. See Shmuel 2:23
21. Baba Kamma 60b
22. This is the approach of Tosefos
23. But if one has in mind to remunerate his friend then he obvi-

ously may damage something to save his life

R’ Heshy Kahan
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Yerucham Reich

When famine stuck the Land, Avraham went down to 
Egypt to escape its ravages, even though God had com-

manded him to live in Canaan. He understood that in the emer-
gency it was ok with God for him to leave, and then to return 
when the emergency was over.   When famine stuck again in 
Yitzchak’s time, and he too wanted to find temporary refuge in 
Egypt, God told him not to go. He had been an olah temimah on 
Mount Moriah, and in his heightened state of perfect holiness, 
it was inappropriate for him to leave the Land. He went instead 
to Grar, in Philistia, but never in his life did he step foot outside 
the Holy Land. Yitzchak was tamim, pure and perfect. 

Of Yitzchak’s sons, Eisav was a bad guy -- a yodeah tzayid, 
a predator, but Yaakov was ish tam, refined, pure, perfect. A 
pious scholar. 

So Yitzchak and Yaakov were both t’mimim, but there was 
apparently a difference between them in this regard, and the 
Torah, it appears, hints at an invaluable practical lesson in that 
difference. 

Yitzchak, in his t’mimus, allowed Eisav to fool him. 
Yitzchak loved Eisav because Eisav was tzayid b’fiv. Literally, 
it refers to Eisav the hunter bringing home food for the family. 
Homiletically, we understand it to mean that Eisav the predator 
habitually fooled his father, sweet talking him into thinking he 
was a good guy. He used his mouth -piv- to snare Yitzchak. But 
perhaps Yitzchak should have known better. Rivka surely did. 

As my father used to teach, we must be good -- but there 
can be such a thing as too good. Paradoxically, it can be de-
structive. For this reason the Torah sometimes requires us to act 
strictly when we might perhaps do otherwise, but God knows 
that in these circumstances doing otherwise would ultimately 
be self destructive. History is filled with examples of this. 

Rivka understood that her t’mimusdik husband and her 
t’mimusdik son had different roles to play in the development 
of Klall Yisrael, and had to be different in their t’mimus.

Yitzchak had to be so perfectly t’mimusdik in order to in-

still the midah of t’mimus into Klall  Yisrael for all the genera-
tions to come, that he could not see through Eisav’s charade. 
Yaakov had to be a perfect tzadik, but the struggles of his life 
required him to be clever enough in the world, indeed, manipu-
lative enough, as to gain the b’chorah that he had to gain in 
order to get the brachos that he had to get, to deal with Eisav 
and with Lavan and with all manner of adversity, so as to set up 
Klall Yisrael to survive and thrive in a hostile world. 

And so, it seems to me, the Torah carefully sets up the les-
son, for those who would discern it, in describing how Yitzchak 
favored Eisav because Eisav was tzayid b’fiv. Eisav fooled him, 
but perhaps that was because, in his love and his goodness, 
he allowed himself to be fooled by that rasha, Eisav. And Ei-
sav fooled him b’fiv, with his words. Later, in a kind of midah 
k’neged midah, for all the world to know, Yitzchak was fooled 
by words again -- “anochi Eisav b’chorecha” -- this time by 
Yaakov, when he came to snatch the b’chora. Yitzchak dis-
cerned the voice of Yaakov, but in his t’mimus, he accepted as 
truth the words, and the ruse. 

T’mimus is a high ideal indeed. It is our precious legacy.  
But there is a time for Yitzchak’s and a time for Yaakov’s. 

Of course, the reality may be that so great a man as Yitzchak 
Avinu was actually fooled by no one -- not by Eisav and not by 
Yaakov. He did as he did because that was his role, his lesson, 
and his legacy. And thus his children, who were also Yaakov’s 
children, came to stand, in a state of high spiritual purity, at 
Sinai, declare Na’aseh V’nishma and to experience Revelation, 
hearing the very voice of God, hearing His words, to cling to 
Him and to His words, and yet, subject to all the vicissitudes of 
our history, strong enough and determined enough and clever 
enough to survive, by the Grace of God, as His People until 
this day. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Toldos 5778

T’MIMUS AND T’MIMUS

R’ Aron Moshe Jacobson
PARSHA THOUGHTS

Rivka went to ask Hashem regarding her pregnancy 
(25:22). R’ Sheyale Belzer (s”v vateilech) explains that 

she knew that she would have an evil child, a Rasha, and 
she wanted to understand what the point of that would be. 
Hashem responded that each of them will grow from the other. 
The needed for the evil son was so that he would constantly 
persecute his brother which would lead Yaakov to constantly 
grow and shine from the pressure.

 Why was Yaakov born holding the ankle of Eisav 
(25:26)? Did he really think that by holding onto his ankle 
he could prevent him from being the first born? What was 
he trying to do? R’ Moshe Mordechai of Lelov explains that 
Yaakov’s perspective was that it is his responsibility to put in 
the effort even if logically he might not be able to accomplish 
to the fullest extent. We as human beings have to try and 
leave the rest up to Hashem. Parenthetically, we notice that 
in reality he did ultimately merit the rights of the firstborn. 
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

What is Gelotology?
This is the study of laughter and its effects on the 

body. There are many in the medical field which postulates 
that the utilization of humor can be employed as a therapy 
which helps a patient cope with the physical and psychological 
issues that he encounters.

So how do we define what is humor?
Finding something humorous is the feeling that we 

experience when we suddenly encounter that which was 
not expected. Laughter is the expression of our discovery of 
this newly revealed outcome which we did not previously 
anticipate.

Rabbi Avraham Steinberg Shlita focuses our attention 
to Yitzchak Avinu, whose very existence evokes humor. He 
explains that Avraham Avinu was well respected in his time, 
but so many people within his generation were assuming 
that his death would mark the end of his legacy. The reason 
being is that he was without child and no one imagined that he 
would ever have one.

Therefore, it was with tremendous surprise and completely 
unanticipated when all of a sudden at such an old age Sarah 
conceived and had a child. Avraham and Sarah laughed. They 
laughed in joy and at the fortunate result that they many 
thought would never be. The very name Yitzchak means 
laughter. The very thought of this occurrence brought laughter 
to everyone’s heart.  Many felt Hashem’s hand in all of this 
rekindling a lost hope. The laughter was one of elation and 
jubilation, of that which seemed so unbelievable of actually 
ever occurring.

Yet, laughter is not confined to the context of this one 
defining scope. There is another type of humor which presents 
itself within this narration. Let us look at the beginning of 
this week’s perasha which can give us more insight. It states, 
“And these are the offspring of Yitzchak son of Avraham – 
Avraham begot Yitzchak” (Toldot 25:19). The question is 
raised on why the repetition of the same point at the end of 
the verse “Avraham begot Yitzchak.” The verse already stated 
quite clearly that Isaac was the son of Abraham. 

Rashi (1040-1105) conveys that the first part of the verse 
was solely to demonstrate the point about lineage, just as 
it expresses. The second point of stating “Avraham begot 
Yitzchak” is to answer an entirely different issue. The scoffers 
of Avraham’s generation were spreading the notion that Sarah 
became pregnant from Avimelech when he captured her. She 
spent many years with Avraham, they reasoned, and yet she 
was not able to conceive. They then laughed and mocked at the 
notion that Avraham could possibly be the father of Yitzchak. 

They laughed inappropriately, a laugh that was not in joy but 
in degradation. This is the humorous chuckle of the “leitz”, 
the Hebrew word for the scorner. These ridiculers concluded 
that Sarah was only able to conceive after her abduction by 
Avimelech.

So what did Hashem do? He formed Yitzchak’s face to 
resemble that of Avraham, it would be an indication to all that it 
was only through Avraham that Yitzhak was conceived, hence 
the latter part of the verse which proclaims this testimonial 
“Avraham begot Yitzchak.”

We see then that there was a concern of the scoffers’ 
influence, enough of a concern that Hashem arraigned events 
to invalidate their assertion and the Torah itself bears a textual 
demonstration to rebut their claims.

Why do we need to be weary of the scoffer’s laughter?
The Ramchal (1707-1746) explains that the scoffer utilizes 

jest and derision to prevent themselves from seeing that which 
is important in life. The scoffer laughs, not in appropriate 
humor, but in derision. He scoffs because he does not take 
life seriously. He ridicules important issues and cannot have 
a productive conversation. Shameful humor is used by him to 
detach any accountability to change. 

Consider a person that lives a decadent lifestyle, he 
may see a religious family man as a threat to his way of 
life. Instead of addressing his own concerns about religion, 
marriage and family, he may instead look to make fun of 
this man. Now he has diminished his worth and the desire 
to reflect on the significance of the man’s values. It instead 
becomes non-appealing and without merit to him (Mesillat 
Yesharim, Chapter 5). An even greater challenge is then faced 
by the victim of these derisive attacks, how does he, which is 
on the receiving end of scorn, deal with it? For many, those 
condescending comments not only influence how others see 
him, but sadly, we find that it influences how he may see 
himself. It may cause hesitation, uncertainty, and reservation 
about the path that he has chosen.

Applying this to our personal lives, we should know that 
the lessons of the Torah are practical lampposts which are 
there to guide our way. We live in a time where the Jewish 
existence can be the victim of scoffers and scornful remarks. 
They may laugh at our rituals and customs, at our beliefs and 
priorities, at our persistence and focus. They may find us to 
be naive; having trust in one G-d and having our existence 
depend on his Will. These are the tools of the scoffer, to give a 
questionable eye, a stealthy smirk, or a hard felt laugh. These 
are his ammunition, preventing himself from ever being able 
to see clearly and driving a doubtful nail into our hearts.
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How to we protect ourselves from all of this?
The formula is quite simple.  We need to follow the 

deeper message that is being conveyed to us, following the 
exact prescription that Hashem prescribed in dealing with 
the scoffers of Avraham’s generation. The answer was that 
Yitzchak’s face was made to mirror that of Avraham’s. We 
must do the same for ourselves. We must formulate and 
pattern the face of our own Judaism in the likeness of our 
father, Avraham Avinu. We must reflect his strong character 
and conviction, his understanding and foresight, and stay 

protected as he did, within the shield of his faith. We must 
be ambassadors of devotion and loyalty, emulating the ways 
of G-d, showing the distinct and special qualities of what it 
means to be holy. We must be a walking Kiddush Hashem, so 
that it is apparent to all, what is the true depiction of Hashem’s 
sacred nation.

It is only when that mirror of certainty is held high for 
everyone to see, that the scorn of the scoffer becomes hushed. 
The only sound left to be heard is the joyful laughter of truth 
– the sound of what it means to be a Jew.

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
LESSON OF THE HAFTORAH – MACHAR CHODESH

This week instead of laining the Haftorah of Parshas 
Toldos, we lain a unique Hatorah called “Machar Ch-

odesh”. This is because Shabbos is Erev Rosh Chodesh, so 
we lain this special Haftorah which begins with the words 
“Vayomer lo Yohonosson, Machar Chodesh…; and Yonoson 
told him (Dovid Hamelech) , ‘Tomorrow is Rosh Chodesh”.

The story of the Haftorah emphasizes the loyalty between 
Dovid and Yonoson. Indeed, the Mishna in Avos tells us that 
the epitome of friendship is that of Dovid and Yonoson. “Any 
love which is dependent on something, when the ‘something’ 
ceases, the love ceases. Any love which is not dependent on 
anything will never cease. What is a love which is not depen-
dent on anything? The love of Dovid and Yonoson.”

Yonoson was the crown prince; the heir to his father King 
Shaul’s throne. Nevertheless, Dovid has been anointed by 
Shmuel to take over the kingdom which would have been 
Yonoson.  Instead of hating Dovid for this, Yonoson’s love 
for his friend was so great that he actually protected him from 
his father, King Shaul. 

Dovid, recognizing that King Shaul was angry with him 
and may want to kill him, feared for his life. Yonoson devised 
a plan to see if his father, King Shaul, really wanted to kill 
Dovid or not. He told Dovid not to attend the monthly Rosh 
Chodesh feast that King Shaul held. Yonoson would then be 
able to gauge his father’s reaction. If King Shaul would react 
with anger that Dovid was not there, then Dovid’s fear was 
well founded and he should run away. If King Shaul reacted 
with understanding, then Dovid had nothing to worry about. 

They then made a signal between themselves to commu-
nicate King Shaul’s reaction. Yonoson would go out to the 
field where Dovid was hiding and would shoot three arrows. 

If Yonoson would call out to his assistant, “the arrows are be-
yond you” this is a signal that Dovid needs to run away. But 
if Yonoson would call out that the arrows are “on the side of 
you”, then there is nothing to worry about, and Dovid could 
come out of hiding. 

While the beginning of the Haftorah does mention that 
tomorrow is Rosh Chodesh, perhaps there is a deeper con-
nection to this Haftorah and reading it before Rosh Chodesh. 

The Rema in Hilchos Rosh Chodesh (siman 426) says 
that when we are Mikadesh the Levana each month the min-
hag is to mention “Dovid Melech Yisroel Chai Vikayam”. 
The reason, says the Rema, is because the kingdom of Dovid 
Hamelech is similar to the moon, and will once again be re-
newed in all its glory, similar to the moon which renews itself 
each month.  Indeed, Rashi in Tehilim (89) as well as in the 
Gemara Rosh Hashana (25a) tells us that Dovid Hamelech 
and his kingdom are symbolized by the moon.

The moon is unique in that on the day we celebrate its 
“birth”; which is on Rosh Chodesh, it is hardly seen. Only 
days later does it become more and more visible until the 
middle of the month when it is in its full glory. Then again 
it starts disappearing. Perhaps it is precisely this cycle which 
symbolizes the Malchus Bais Dovid. Dovid suffered through-
out his life. He was persecuted and chased and underwent 
many challenges. Nevertheless, through it all he was King 
Dovid, the King who reigned and will reign with the com-
ing of Moshiach. This is the message of the moon. On Rosh 
Chodesh we barely see the moon. But that is only an illusion, 
for in reality the moon is there and will glow more and more 
each day. 

With this we can possibly understand what Yonosson 
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was telling Dovid Hamelech. He was telling him that tomor-
row is Rosh Chodesh. Rosh Chodesh is the symbol of Dovid 
Hamelech’s kingdom. Although King Shaul may be furious 
and seeking to kill Dovid, that is not necessarily a bad sign. 
Just like the moon, although it is practically invisible on Rosh 
Chodesh, it is the day of renewal and of inauguration. So too, 
Yonoson was telling Dovid that he shouldn’t be concerned 
with King Shaul’s anger, and his determination to kill Dovid 
- this is a sign that Dovid’s kingdom is starting. 

This message is the message of all of Klal Yisroel. At 
the worst of times we should always remember “Machar Ch-
odesh” tomorrow is Rosh Chodesh. As bad as things seem 
to be, that’s only an illusion, because just as Rosh Chodesh 
seems dark, but in actuality is the beginning of the new moon, 
which will become visible in the days ahead, so too Klal Yis-
roel is promised that “tomorrow is Rosh Chodesh” when we 
will be heading towards the days of light with the coming of  
Moshiach Tzidkainu Bimahaira, Amein. 

Rivka took the clothes (bigdei chamudos) of her older 
son (benah hagadol) and clothed Yaakov her young son 

(benah hakata `n). Don't we already know who is older? 
What is the point of repeating this information here?  And what 
is the significance of this information, especially in light of the 
fact that Eisav was, perhaps, just a few minutes older? 

Though Eisav was a rasha, chazal credit him for his 
unsurpassed kibud av va’eim. This mitzvah was Eisav’s 
specialty. Before serving his father, he would don his bigdei 
chamudos, clothes of royalty. Indeed, R’ Shimon ben Gamliel 
said (Midrash Rabbah) that while nobody fulfilled this mitzvah 
better than he (i.e. R’ Shimon ben Gamliel), he did not come 
close to Eisav, who fulfilled this mitzvah on a level 100 times 
greater than he. It was through this mitzvah that Eisav was 
supposed to have merited Yitzchak’s blessing. Yitzchak asked 
Eisav to prepare for him tasty foods so that Eisav would fulfill 
a mitzvah (be’shleimus) before being blessed and be worthy of 
a berachah (Sforno). It was this mitzvah and zechus that scared 
Yaakov when he would later confront Eisav and it is this zechus 
that gives Eisav his power until today. In fact, R’ Aryeh Leib 
Sintz suggests that it is for this reason that it was a girl with no 
parents that fought against Haman. Haman’s power was fueled 
by the kibbud av of his ancestor. One with parents could not 
fight against that zechus. Hashem caused the savior of Klal 
Yisroel to be orphaned of both parents from the time she was 
born. Her fulfillment of kibud av va’eim was complete, for it 
was be’machshava (which in a cases of circumstances beyond 
one’s control is considered an action). She had a fighting chance 
against Eisav. 

Rivka took the clothes of her older son and clothed her 
younger son. She took the clothes of her son who was greater 
(gadol) in this mitzvah; her son who would use these clothes 
while serving his father; and she dressed her younger son - her 
son who could not live up to Eisav in this respect (see Mayan 

Beis HaShoeivah).
Up to this point we have seen and discussed the greatness 

of Eisav’s kibbid av. However, one who looks a bit closer will 
find something strange. Eisav’s actions seem paradoxical. On 
the one hand, he served his father with great devotion. His 
fulfillment of this great mitzvah is unsurpassed. But, on the 
other hand, he had no issue playing a game of deceit with his 
father. From a young age he tricked his father into believing 
that he was something other than he really was. Is this how the 
paradigm of kibud av va’eim acts? Furthermore, we find at the 
end of the parsha that he wished to kill Yaakov, but due to his 
amazing kibbud av’ va’eim he decided to wait until Yitzchak 
would die. This seems quite strange. Today we find that after 
a parent’s death, the children continue to show respect, and 
perhaps even more so than when the parent was alive. Yet, 
Eisav had no issue killing off his father’s son, as long as his 
father was not alive to see it?! How could Eisav so blatantly 
violate Yitzchak’s will?

The answer to this, says R’ Yosef Dov Soloveitchik 
(Mesores HaRav),  lies in noting that chazal credit Eisav for 
fulfilling kibbud av, but never say a word about Eisav fulfilling 
the mitzvah of morah av. The Gemara tells us that kibbud refers 
to taking care of the physical needs of one’s parents, while morah 
means to show reverence by not sitting in their seat etc. Simply, 
the difference between kibbud and morah is that kibbud is an 
active mitzvah, while morah is a passive mitzvah. But Sefer 
Chareidim tells us an amazing thing. The Chareidim lists the 
mitzvos in categories. Active mitzvos, passive mitzvos, among 
many others. He lists the mitzva of morah in the category of 
mitzvos which are related to one’s lev, one’s heart. The mitzvah 
of morah, he says, is not to fear or show fear. It is to be in awe 
of one’s parents. One must feel that his father and mother are 
king and queen and relate to them as such. The inactions that 
we do in fulfillment of this mitzvah are simply a product of this 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
PARSHAS TOLDOS
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mindset. In other words, what the Torah wants is not that one 
should want to contradict his parent but hold himself back in 
order to show reverence. Rather, one should not even dream 
of contradicting his parent. When one stands in front of a king, 
would it cross his mind to contradict him? Certainly not! The 
same should be true of a parent. Sitting in a parent's seat should 
not even cross a child's mind! Eisav understood kibbud. He 
understood the idea of actively serving one’s parent. He 
understood it and fulfilled it perfectly. But the idea of morah 
was foreign to him. In his mind he knew it all. His father was 
an old man who did not understand him. He could not possibly 
relate to his father as a king. Yes, on the one hand, he served and 
took care of his father’s physical needs. But, he had no issue not 
heeding his will. He was not in awe of his father. His father was 
not a king. As long as his father’s needs were fulfilled, he was 
happy. He could deceive his father for years and years and have 
no problem with it, because to him the actions of kibud were all 
that counted and not the mindset of morah. This is also why he 

would have no problem killing Yaakov after Yitzchak died. He 
would have no problem violating his father’s will. The physical 
needs of a parent need not be serviced after he passes on. It 
is the awe which remains. One fulfills the wishes of a parent 
after they pass on, because he would not dream otherwise. This, 
however, was beyond Eisav’s understanding.

Aside from the tremendous lesson learned from here with 
regard to the mitzva of morah, there is a general message as 
well. Of course, we have to fulfill the actions and inactions 
that the Torah commands us. But many times just fulfilling the 
action or being passive misses the boat. One who does not sit 
in his parent’s chair or does not contradict them, has missed 
the boat if in his mind he thinks that the ideas of his parents are 
antiquated. The inactions of morah must be borne out of the 
mindset and feeling that the Torah expects of us. The same 
is true for many mitzvos. It is not enough for us to act or be 
passive. Rachmana liba ba’ey. 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

R’ Berach Steinfeld
DAVENING FOR SOMEONE ELSE

The posuk tell us that Yitzchok davened to Hash-
em  “across from his  wife.” The Rashbam explains 

that Yitzchok davened for his wife because she was barren. 
The Meshech Chochma explains that Yitzchok was confident 
that he would have children since Hashem had promised his 
father Avrohom that He will make a bris with his son Yitz-
chok and Yitzchok’s children. Yitzchok understood from this 
promise that he was guaranteed to have a child. His concern 
was that in order for that to happen he might have to marry 
another woman. That is the reason the Midrash says that Yitz-
chok davened to Hashem. He was requesting that all children 
that he would have should come from Rivka, the tzadekes. 
The Seforno concurs and says that Yitzchok davened that de-
spite the fact that Hashem promised him children to inherit 
him, he still davened that it should come from his wife who 
was standing opposite him.

Rashi explains the word “Vayetar” as meaning that Yitz-
chok davened a lot and he davened very strongly “hirba ve-
hiftzir.” Rashi tells us on the posuk where Hashemlistened 
to Yitzchok’s tefilla, that Hashem became convinced and 
acquiesced to his request from his strong davening. What 
can we learn from this? The Gemara in Yevamos, daf sa-
mech daled, amud alef says the reason why our Avos were 
barren was because Hashem wants the tefillah of Tzad-
dikim. What is so special about their davening? Tzaddi-

kim would daven to Hashem regardless if they were barren or 
not. The posuk in Tehillim says, “a tefillah to a poor person... 
before Hashem he pours out his davening.” From this po-
suk we see how beloved every tefillah is to Hashem; even 
the tefillah of a poor person.

The Gemara in Brachos, daf yud bais, amud bais says 
that if one is able to daven for someone else and doesn’t do 
so, he is considered a sinner. The question may be asked, 
isn’t everyone able to daven for someone else? How could 
everyone be considered sinners? Reb Elyashiv explains that 
this Gemara is only referring to a person who knows that 
his tefilla will be accepted. The obvious question is; how can 
someone know that his tefillah will be accepted?

                        We could explain these concepts with the 
following conditions that are needed in order for a tefillah to 
be accepted. The first condition is that the tefilla has to come 
from the depth of a broken heart as the posuk says, “Hash-
em is close to the broken hearted.” This condition is important, 
but only if it accompanies the second condition, which is that 
a person needs to truly believe that the only one who is able 
to help him is Hashem and that he has no other choice but 
to daven to Hashem. 

To fulfill the first condition is quite common, but to have 
it accompanying the second condition, may be more difficult; 
the person must be a true maamin and a yarei shomayim. The 
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description of Yitzchok’s davening was that he davened very, 
very hard. This can be compared to two types of poor people 
collecting money. The first person feels he can get money 
in other places besides the person he is currently asking, so 
when he collects, he takes his money and leaves. The second 
type of poor person is not as confident he will get money 
elsewhere and so he will continue to ask for more and keep 
on bothering the rich man until he gets his money.

                        This is why Hashem loves the daven-
ing of tzadikim. The tzadikim are able to fulfill both condi-
tions, having a broken heart and possessing the implicit trust 
that the help can only come from Hashem. This test of a true 
broken heart can only come when one davens for someone 
else and he does not really need it, but is able to have a bro-
ken heart. That is the highest level of tefillah. This kind of te-

fillah, combined with the knowledge that the help will only 
come from Hashem guarantees that the tefillah will be ac-
cepted. That is pshat in the words “kol hamispalel al chaveiro 
vehu tzarich le’oso davar.” One who davens for his friend 
as if he is the one who needs that thing, then “hu ne’ena te-
chila,” he is answered first.

Chazal say that the tefillah of a choleh who davens for 
himself is accepted first. When davening for someone else 
and you feel the person’s pain, it is as if you are the cho-
leh yourself. Hashem will listen to you like he listens to 
the choleh.

May all of our tefillos be niskabel. 
Do you have a topic or discussion you want to read about? 

Please send comments or questions to hymanbsdhevens@
gmail.com or berachsteinfeldscorner@gmail.com 

R’ Berach Steinfelds


